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Infinitely Recyclable Plastic on the Horizon with Next-Gen
Polymers
Q1 2021 Earnings Conference Call May 13, 2021 4:30 PM ET
Company Participants Paul Sagan – Investor Relations Glenn
Mattes – President, ...
How to keep spacesuit 'underwear' clean?
Now, micro-plastics are in the food we eat, the
water we drink ... According to the recent
Berkeley Lab study, “The properties of PDKs can be
tailored through formulation to render them
suitable ...

High-throughput full-length single-cell RNA-seq automation
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TFF Pharmaceuticals' (TFFP) CEO Glenn Mattes on Q1 2021
Results - Earnings Call Transcript
It is good they finally admit I was right - but it won't give mum and
dad back the years they should have had living together in peace' -
insurers offer to correct issues after wrangle ...
New AI tool calculates materials' stress and strain based on
photos
was joined by researchers at NASA’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory and several other institutions. Once the formations
had been detected on Mars, their properties could be studied
closer to home ...
In this Social Impact Course, Students Chart Their Own
Path
But why, you might ask, might it be adaptive for a plant to
control its rates of water loss and CO 2 uptake? One
answer can be found in the sun ... Plant samples for this
lab are to be collected from ...
Neutrons piece together 40-year puzzle behind iron-
iodide's mysterious magnetism
The new map also provides astronomers with a rare
opportunity to test the properties of the dark matter (the
notional water or honey ... NASA's Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Southern California ...
Earth Week talk to focus on plastics
“The lead of the project, the National Renewable Energy Lab
has known that standing bacteria ... fit to help this project find
new and faster properties that can degrade the plastic
quicker.” ...
Revolutionary Eco-Friendly Plastic: The Future Looks Bright
for Infinitely Recyclable Plastic
The Social Impact Lab is a dynamic course. On the one hand,
each course follows the same framework and students apply
their analytic skills to help an organization answer a particular
... in the ...
New hope in son's three-year house wrangle he says
has 'destroyed' his family
Hillary avoids having people over because of problems in
her unit, such as mold, poor water quality and mice
infestations ... phase redevelopment plan to revitalize its
public housing properties. The ...
Detailed Description of the Experiment
Advanced materials with more novel properties are almost
always developed by adding more elements to the list of
ingredients. But quantum research suggests some simpler
materials might already have ...
Residents of Morris H. Blum in Annapolis hopeful for
better living conditions after preview of
redevelopment
MIT researchers have developed a technique to quickly
determine certain properties of a material ... of
Engineering and the director of the Laboratory for
Atomistic and Molecular Mechanics.
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Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 13, 2021, 4:30 p.m.
ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers
Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorThank you
for standing by. Welcome the TFF ...
TFF Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (TFFP) Q1 2021 Earnings Call
Transcript
In this protocol, the authors describe two automated
versions of the Smart-seq2 method for full-length single-
cell RNA sequencing: a medium-throughput variant using

off-the-shelf reagents and a ...
Mars glacier could support humans one day
Plastics are a part of nearly every product we use on a
daily basis. The average person in the U.S. generates
about 100 kg of plastic waste per year, most of which
goes straight to a landfill.
How Falling Out Of Equilibrium Is The Best Thing That Ever
Happened To Our Universe
Plastics are ubiquitous, but they're not practical. Less than
10% are recycled, and the other approximately 8 billion tons
are creating a pollution crisis. Researchers are determined to
change that.
A Scientist's Life: Grant Deane
a Ph.D. candidate in geology and planetary science at the
University of Western Ontario (UWO), was joined by
researchers at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory and several
other institutions. Once the ...
Study: Newly revealed Mars glacier could support human
exploration
A new environmental and technological analysis suggests
that a revolutionary eco-friendly plastic is almost ready to
hit the shelves. Plastics are a part of nearly every product
we use on a daily ...
The future looks bright for infinitely recyclable plastic
When it rains, particularly when there’s a torrential downpour,
where does the water wind up ... t managed to successfully recreate
in the laboratory. Every time particles smash into one ...

The project will develop, and test further innovative textile finishes
with antimicrobial properties. The Austrian Space Forum together
with Vienna Textile Lab will test processed textiles for ...
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